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From Bowers to Obergefell: An Analysis of the LGBTQ+ Rights Movement Before the U.S. Supreme Court
Isaac James

In October 2019, the U.S. Supreme Court heard three monumental cases likely to determine the applicability of federal employment discrimination laws to LGBTQ+ individuals. The stakes for these decisions could not be higher. Since the early 2000s, both the Court and the nation have progressed toward full equality for LGBTQ+ individuals. Beginning with Lawrence v. Texas (2003), the Supreme Court decriminalized sodomy, ruled against an act that defined marriage as the union between one man and one woman in United States v. Windsor (2013), and granted same-sex couples the fundamental right to marriage through Obergefell v. Hodges (2015). Yet, alarmingly, this forward progress runs the risk of coming to a halt. In 2018, Justice Anthony Kennedy announced his retirement from the Supreme Court. Justice Kennedy, the Court’s swing vote who often sided with the liberal-leaning justices on LGBTQ+ cases, was the author of both the Lawrence and Obergefell decisions. His successor, Justice Brett Kavanaugh, has decisively shifted the balance of power on the Supreme Court toward conservative legal theory. Justice Kavanaugh will likely join the other four conservative-leaning justices, who have consistently voted against the expansion of rights for LGBTQ+ people, in a majority of future cases. A review of the history of LGBTQ+ rights cases before the Supreme Court, including both the early failures and the ensuing successes that defined legal strategies used in the following decades, is warranted ahead of arguably the most contentious decision on LBGTQ+ rights since Obergefell.

I. The Early Struggle: Bowers v. Hardwick

The Court’s affirmation and expansion of LGBTQ+ rights has been commonplace in recent memory. In fact, since the late 1990s, the Supreme Court has yet to issue a decision restricting the civil rights of LGBTQ+ individuals.5 But this has not always been the case. In August 1982, Atlanta police officer Keith Torick entered the home of Michael Hardwick to serve an invalid warrant for a missed court date. While serving this invalid warrant, Torick witnessed the homeowner and his male partner engaging in consensual oral sex.6 Torick subsequently arrested Hardwick and his companion for sodomy, a Georgia felony which carried the possibility of imprisonment for one to 20 years. Due to the invalid warrant and personal opposition to the sodomy law, the Fulton County District Attorney decided not to prosecute the two men after Hardwick and his partner spent 10 hours in jail. Hardwick, represented by the American Civil Liberties Union, filed a lawsuit in federal court against Georgia Attorney General Michael Bowers, arguing that the sodomy law was unconstitutional. The U.S. District Court for the Northern District of Georgia upheld the Georgia sodomy statute, which was then struck down upon appeal to the Eleventh Circuit Court of Appeals. The case reached the Supreme Court in 1985.

The central argument in Bowers v. Hardwick concerned privacy. The “fundamental right to privacy,” the plaintiff argued, was infringed upon when he was arrested for sexual activity conducted in the privacy of his own home. This argument has roots in Griswold v. Connecticut (1965) and Eisenstadt v. Baird (1972).7 In both of these cases, the Court established the penumbra, or implied right, of privacy.

5 Since Bowers, the Court has not released an opinion that negatively impacts the LGBTQ+ community as a whole.
7 In Griswold, the Court struck down a Connecticut law that prohibited the use of contraception because it violated the “marital right to privacy.” Seven years later, in Eisenstadt v. Baird (1972), the Court expanded its interpretation of privacy by ruling that a person could not be criminally prosecuted for providing contraceptives or contraception information to unmarried persons.
emitting from the Bill of Rights and the First, Third, Fourth, and Fifth Amendments of the U.S. Constitution. While the privacy concerns established in *Griswold* and *Eisenstadt* were unrelated to *Bowers*, the recognition and extension of privacy rights to the bedroom represented a major advancement in U.S. constitutional interpretation. Hardwick believed these cases would support a winning argument, as it seemed unlikely for the Court to shy away from applying this understanding of privacy to same-sex couples.

The first holding of Justice Byron White’s majority opinion is that “the Constitution does not confer a fundamental right upon homosexuals to engage in sodomy.” Although the majority recognized the prior string of cases expanding privacy rights in areas like education, family relationships, procreation, marriage, contraception, and abortion, the justices believed “none of the rights announced in those cases bears any resemblance to the claimed constitutional right of homosexuals to engage in acts of sodomy.” Justice White and his colleagues made abundantly clear their belief in the distinction between the privacy of homosexual individuals and married and unmarried heterosexual couples. Unfortunately, the harmful rhetoric and discriminatory attitudes toward the LGBTQ+ community in *Bowers* remained the law of the land for almost two decades.

The response of the LGBTQ+ community and its allies was a mixed bag. Across the nation, people gathered to protest, organize, and strategize about the path forward from *Bowers*. The initial reaction from the legal establishment was one of regret; a common opinion emerged that this case should not have been litigated. Many believed that if the activists had avoided this issue, the damaging opinion could have been prevented entirely. But that point of view ignores the significant impact of public visibility. Through witnessing Hardwick’s

---


10 *Id.* at 191.

fight, Americans were able to form their own opinions on the LGBTQ+ community, often favorably. The following is a statement from Michael Hardwick on his experience directly after the release of the opinion:

When I started this case, people had never heard of AIDS, and that all developed as my case developed. And all the negative impressions that society and the media have been producing for the last three years had just about reached a high point when the decision came down and they asked me to come out nationally. [Until the Court rendered its decision, Hardwick retained a low profile and avoided media, on the advice of his attorneys.] That affected me a lot. When I first started speaking, I thought that some crazy fundamentalist was going to blow my head off. Once I overcame that fear and a month or two went by, people would stop me and say, I'm not a homosexual but I definitely agree with what you're doing. This is America and we have the right to privacy, and the Constitution should protect us. They were supportive once they understood the issue and how it affected them.12

While the case failed to result in a positive outcome for Hardwick, it opened America’s eyes to the plight faced by the LGBTQ+ community while simultaneously bringing civil rights into the forefront of national dialogue. In this sense, Bowers paved the way for Romer v. Evans (1996) and other future cases that led to widespread acceptance of LGBTQ+ people by the United States and its highest court.

II. A Snowball Effect: From Romer to Obergefell

Activists and legal experts refused to give up fighting for civil rights before the federal judiciary. After the community’s bruising defeat in Bowers, the next case concerning LGBTQ+ rights to reach the Supreme Court was Romer. The case began in 1992, when

Colorado voters approved the addition of Amendment Two to the Colorado Constitution. This amendment would have prohibited the enactment of any judicial, legislative, or executive motion intended to protect LGBTQ+ people from discrimination. Court challenges to the amendment emerged shortly after, arguing that it violated the Fourteenth Amendment’s Equal Protection Clause. *Romer* reached the Supreme Court in 1995, and the majority opinion, authored by Justice Kennedy, was released in 1996. The final paragraph of the ruling presents a significant shift in opinion by the Supreme Court from the *Bowers* decision a decade earlier. In the opinion, Justice Kennedy explained that the Court “must conclude that Amendment Two classifies homosexuals not to further a proper legislative end but to make them unequal to everyone else. This Colorado cannot do. A State cannot so deem a class of persons a stranger to its laws.”13 The justices supported the plaintiff’s argument that LGBTQ+ people should be treated no different from their heterosexual and cisgender counterparts. Through *Romer*, the Supreme Court conclusively ended classification of LGBTQ+ people as second-class citizens and, in doing so, established a precedent for many important decisions to come.

*Romer* created a domino effect of successful case results for the LGBTQ+ community before the Supreme Court. *Lawrence* finished the job that Hardwick began in *Bowers*. In *Lawrence*, the law in question was a Texas statute that specifically prohibited same-sex sodomy. This time, however, the Court struck down the statue and overturned *Bowers*. Justice Kennedy again wrote the majority opinion, stating that “the liberty protected by the Constitution allows homosexual persons the right to choose to enter upon relationships in the confines of their homes and their own private lives and still retain their dignity as free persons.”14 Justice Kennedy then cited *Romer*, describing how while *Romer* did not overturn *Bowers*, it cast doubt on the constitutionality of upholding “class-based legislation directed at homosexuals.”15 Thanks to *Romer*, *Lawrence* was the next step in the

---

15 *Id.* at 559.
line of expanding LGBTQ+ rights cases that would eventually lead to Obergefell.

The next Supreme Court case to follow was United States v. Windsor (2013), a case concerning same-sex marriage. At issue was Section 3 of the Defense of Marriage Act, a 1996 law which defined marriage for federal purposes as a union between one man and one woman. This law effectively provided states with the right to refuse recognition of same-sex marriages conducted in other states. Similar to Lawrence and Romer, Windsor resulted in a win for the LGBTQ+ community. Justice Kennedy wrote that the principal purpose of the Defense of Marriage Act was “to identify and make unequal a subset of state-sanctioned marriages.”16 This, the Court ruled, violated the Due Process Clause of the Fifth Amendment. After the Windsor decision, it was almost certain that same-sex marriage would be ruled constitutional by the Supreme Court. Two years later, the Court heard oral arguments in Obergefell.

Granted by the Supreme Court to address a discrepancy in rulings between the Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals and the Fourth, Seventh, Ninth, and Tenth Circuits, Obergefell was argued on April 28, 2015, before a crowded courtroom. The plaintiff, James Obergefell, alleged that the State of Ohio discriminated against his same-sex relationship by refusing to identify his name on the death certificate of his husband, John Arthur; the couple was legally wed in Maryland. On June 26, 2015, the Court ruled in favor of Obergefell, declaring marriage a fundamental right which must be guaranteed to same-sex couples by both the Due Process Clause and the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment.17 Justice Kennedy again wrote the Court’s majority opinion, explaining that “there is no lawful basis for a State to refuse to recognize a lawful same-sex marriage performed in another State on the ground of its same-sex character.”18 The successful outcome of Obergefell represented decades of hard work by legal advocates and LGBTQ+ activists. Today, however, the

---

16 Supra note 2.
18 Id. at 2611.
Roberts Court looks significantly different. Justice Kennedy, the Court’s swing vote who wrote most of the significant opinions protecting LGBTQ+ rights, left the Court and has since been replaced by the conservative Justice Brett Kavanaugh. This change in the Court’s composition jeopardizes future cases that could protect LGBTQ+ people from discrimination. Three of these such cases will be heard in the 2019 term.

III. At Stake Today

Three cases concerning the scope of federal employment statutes are set for oral argument before the Supreme Court beginning in October 2019. The Court, for the first time in decades, is poised to issue decisions that restrict the freedoms of LGBTQ+ individuals and effectively enshrine discrimination against queer and transgender people in the U.S. Constitution. Although the cases are not yet officially decided, the jurisprudential history of justices on the Roberts Court indicates trouble for the plaintiffs. Two concern treatment of gay and lesbian individuals, while the third involves treatment of transgender individuals.

_Bostock v. Clayton County_ came to fruition following Clayton County’s firing of a gay child-welfare-services coordinator, Gerald Bostock. Bostock claims that the county fired him for being gay, despite the fact that he worked in his capacity for over a decade and received great reviews from clients. Bostock’s case found its way before the Eleventh Circuit, where he argued that his firing violated Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, which prohibits discrimination on the basis of sex. The Eleventh Circuit disagreed, and the Supreme Court granted certiorari on April 22, 2019.

_In Altitude Express v. Zarda_, another case concerning the firing of a gay employee, the Second Circuit Court of Appeals interpreted the statute in a different light than the Eleventh Circuit. Donald Zarda, who argues he was fired for being gay, was a skydiving instructor in New York. Zarda often told female clients about his sexuality to help them overcome discomfort associated with the close-quarters arrangements necessitated by his profession. Zarda’s case found its way to the Second Circuit, where he, like Bostock, argued that his
firing violated Title VII. The Second Circuit ruled that discrimination based on sexual orientation falls under sex discrimination and is thus unconstitutional. The Supreme Court granted certiorari on April 22, 2019.

The third case to be argued before the Court involves the firing of a transgender woman named Aimee Stephens. Stephens worked as an embalmer and funeral director at R.G. & G.R. Funeral Homes in Michigan. Funeralhome owner Thomas Rost fired Stephens after being told that Stephens, who formerly identified as a male named Anthony, intended to live and work as a woman. Stephens filed a discrimination complaint with the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, which then alleged that the funeral home violated Title VII. The case made its way to the Sixth Circuit, which ruled that Title VII protected Stephens.

These three cases will be heard by the most conservative composition of the Supreme Court in modern memory. The replacement of Justice Kennedy with Justice Kavanaugh is likely to influence future decisions that will impact the LBGTQ+ community. Regardless of the Court’s conclusions, the consequences will reverberate for generations.

IV. Conclusion

Over the past three decades, the Supreme Court has been a vehicle for transformative social and legal change for the LGBTQ+ community. Starting with Romer, advocates have placed the Supreme Court at the center of the strategy to increase LGBTQ+ rights and acceptance throughout the United States. In fact, Supreme Court decisions have served as important milestones for improving popular opinion of the LGBTQ+ community. For example, following the Obergefell decision, “support for same-sex marriage was significantly higher” among the general U.S. population.19 If the Court rules that employment discrimination of LGBTQ+ individuals is constitutional, popular opinion of queer and transgender individuals is unlikely to

increase. Regardless of public perception, however, advocates’ strategies would likely shift from a court-centric focus to legislative process. This effort may appear as national- or state-level legislation protecting LGBTQ+ employers or as increased efforts to offer nonbinary gender marker options on legal identification.

The outcomes of these cases will leave a lasting impact on the LGBTQ+ rights movement and the struggle for queer and transgender individuals to achieve the same level of equality afforded to their peers. The question now stands as to whether these upcoming cases will be remembered in the same vein as Bowers or Romer.
In a country where concerns about privacy and police power are ever present, challenges to the Fourth Amendment are taken very seriously. *Kansas v. Glover*, the newest challenge, was recently granted a writ of certiorari by the U.S. Supreme Court. While this case may appear to have little impact on the common citizen, it is important to analyze any potential increase of government power. This paper will analyze the contemporary challenge to the Fourth Amendment that arises from *Kansas* and provide an argument for why the Supreme Court of the United States should uphold the decision made by the Kansas Supreme Court.

### I. History of the Case

On April 26, 2016, a Douglas County police officer ran the plates of a 1995 Chevrolet pickup truck. The officer noticed that this truck was registered to Charles Glover, who recently had his licence suspended. On this fact alone, the officer pulled the truck over. Upon talking to the driver, the officer discovered that the individual was in fact the owner of the vehicle and had been driving without a licence in violation of Kansas law.\(^1\) Glover claimed that the officer violated his Fourth Amendment rights. The issue this case will address is whether, for the purpose of pulling a suspect over, an officer can assume that the driver of a vehicle is the registered owner of that vehicle. If the U.S. Supreme Court decides in favor of Glover, it will expand the power of an officer to initiate a stop, significantly decreasing individual liberty.

The Douglas County District Court ruled in favor of Glover on the matter of suppressing the evidence obtained from the stop. The State of Kansas then appealed to the Kansas Court of Appeals, which reversed the district court’s decision, claiming that:

> [a] law enforcement officer has reasonable suspicion to initiate a stop of a vehicle to investigate whether the driver has a valid driver's license if, when viewed in

conjunction with all of the other information available to the officer at the time of the stop, the officer knows the registered owner of the vehicle has a suspended license and the officer is unaware of any other evidence or circumstances from which an inference could be drawn that the registered owner is not the driver of the vehicle.\(^2\)

The Kansas Supreme Court overturned the Kansas Court of Appeals, claiming that “the State has the burden to prove the officer had reasonable suspicion, and this burden cannot be shifted to the defendant.”\(^3\) After exhausting all options at the state level, the State of Kansas filed a petition for a writ of certiorari on Oct. 25, 2018. This petition was granted on April 1, 2019. As of publication, the court is accepting amicus curiae briefs. Oral arguments began on November 4, 2019.\(^4\)

II. Argument from the Petitioner

On June 17, 2019, the State of Kansas filed a brief that laid out its argument, which has three parts. The first section supports the claim that “[a]n officer has reasonable suspicion to stop a vehicle when the officer knows the registered owner cannot legally drive, absent information that the owner is not the driver.”\(^5\) The second section refutes the Kansas Supreme Court’s decision, stating that it adopted a more stringent standard than reasonable suspicion.\(^6\) The final section demonstrates the substantial burden that the Supreme Court of Kansas placed on police officers with their ruling.\(^7\)

The first section establishes what the state requires of police officers to initiate a search. Kansas provided the standard set by \textit{Terry v. Ohio} (1968), which established that for an officer to have reasonable


\(^3\) \textit{Id.}


\(^5\) Brief for the Petitioner, \textit{supra} note 1 at 9.

\(^6\) \textit{Id.} at 20.

\(^7\) \textit{Id.} at 21.
suspicion, they must “be able to point to specific and articulable facts which, taken together with rational inferences from those facts, reasonably warrant that intrusion.”\textsuperscript{8} The State of Kansas emphasized that initiating a stop only requires a “minimal level of objective justification.”\textsuperscript{9} This intends to show the court that there is not a high standard for the initiation of a stop similar to the one committed by the officer in this case. Kansas then attempted to establish the reasonableness of the officer’s actions, asserting that “[c]ourts have repeatedly found that an officer may reasonably suspect that the registered owner of a vehicle is the driver of his or her vehicle.”\textsuperscript{10} One of the many cases Kansas mentioned as precedent for its assertion is State of Iowa v. Vance (2010), in which the judge ruled that it is “reasonable for an officer to infer the registered owner of the vehicle will do the vast amount of the driving.”\textsuperscript{11} This argument emphasizes that officers could justify their actions because they could “point to specific and articulable facts which, taken together with rational inferences from those facts, reasonably warrant that intrusion.”\textsuperscript{12}

The second part of Kansas’ argument claimed that “[t]he Kansas Supreme Court adopted a standard more demanding than reasonable suspicion.”\textsuperscript{13} For a police officer to intrude upon a suspect's Fourth Amendment rights, the officer must have a “minimal level of objective justification.”\textsuperscript{14} Kansas stated in its brief that “requiring corroborating evidence imposes a higher burden than reasonable suspicion requires.”\textsuperscript{15} Kansas attempted to demonstrate that the Supreme Court of Kansas’ decision created a new standard that is considerably more stringent than the standard previously upheld by the U.S. Supreme Court through United States v. Cortez-Galaviz (2007).\textsuperscript{16}

\begin{footnotesize}
\textsuperscript{8} Terry v. Ohio, 392 U.S. 1, 21 (1968).
\textsuperscript{9} United States v. Sokolow, 490 U.S. 1, 7 (1989).
\textsuperscript{10} Brief for the Petitioner, supra note 1 at 5.
\textsuperscript{11} State of Iowa v. Vance, 790 N.W.2d 775, 781 (2010).
\textsuperscript{12} Brief for the Petitioner, supra note 1 at 9.
\textsuperscript{13} Id. at 20.
\textsuperscript{14} Supra note 9.
\textsuperscript{15} Brief for the Petitioner, supra note 1 at 21.
\textsuperscript{16} See United States v. Cortez-Galaviz, 495 F.3d 1203, 1207 (2007) (stating that requiring “an officer to know the identity of the driver . . . would take us from Terry .
The final part of Kansas’ argument is that “investigative stops like the one here are reasonable and important to public safety.”\(^{17}\) Kansas argued that if the court required an arresting officer to gather more information, the officer and the public would be at a greater risk of harm. This new standard set by the Kansas Court of Appeals would make establishing whether someone was driving without a licence more difficult. Some examples of difficult situations to obtain this information are “at night, in bad weather, or when the suspect vehicle has tinted windows.”\(^{18}\) With all this information considered, Kansas claimed that “It is not hard to imagine the perils that an officer and other motorists may face in the mine run of encounters when attempting to identify a driver in a moving vehicle while driving among other motorists,” and they would like the U.S. Supreme Court to consider the implications of confirming the standard set by the lower court.\(^{19}\)

III. Argument from the Respondent

Glover’s case aligns with the judgement of the Kansas Supreme Court and laid out two supporting arguments. The first argument stated that “[t]he isolated fact that a car on the road is owned by an unlicensed driver does not establish reasonable suspicion that the driver is engaged in illegal activity.”\(^{20}\) The second argument supported the claim that “the balance of government and private interests” does not support the rule that would be implemented if the court ruled in favor of the petitioner.\(^{21}\)

The argument from Glover asserted that the officer’s justification to pull over the defendant was unreasonable because the standard for reasonableness “can be determined only in context, with reference to the totality of the relevant circumstances.”\(^{22}\) Glover
argued that the State of Kansas attempted to turn a single piece of evidence into a totality of circumstances. The officer admitted that the sole reason he pulled over Glover was because the registered owner of the vehicle had his licence suspended.23 Any time a stop is initiated, an officer must establish “reasonable suspicion that a driver is violating a traffic-related law.”24 Given that the officer knew only that Glover’s licence was suspended, Glover claimed that the officer could not have possibly established reasonable suspicion based on the totality of evidence.25 Kansas asserted that “Courts have repeatedly found that an officer may reasonably suspect that the registered owner of a vehicle is the driver of his or her vehicle,” but Glover claimed that this is misleading.26 The majority of the cases discussed by Kansas “rely on a civil presumption that the owner of a car was the driver of the car when the evidence shows that the owner was present in the car,” which would mean there was an additional piece of evidence to consider.27

Glover’s next argument is that the “balance of government and private interests” does not support the rule that was proposed by the State of Kansas.28 The management and regulation of vehicles and drivers falls under the purview of the state, meaning that it is in the state’s interest to maintain a safe environment for travelers. Part of completing this task involves keeping unsafe drivers off the road, but Glover pointed out that a substantial amount of people who had their licences revoked did not have this done due to driving infractions. An individual can have their license revoked for “failing to comply with child support obligations,” “failure to pay court costs on time,” and “forgetting a court date.”29 This means that if officers pulled over any of these individuals, they would not be working toward maintaining a safer road but would instead be using the stop to investigate a different

---

23 Id. at 2.
24 Id. at 11.
25 Id. at 19.
26 Brief for the Petitioner, supra note 1 at 5.
27 Brief for the Respondent, supra note 20 at 33.
28 Id. at 37.
29 Id. at 40.
offense. Furthermore, if officers wished to discover whether the driver of the car was in fact the person whom the car was registered to, they could simply pull up next to the car and compare a picture from their database to the person driving. Kansas argued that this could cause undo danger to the officer involved if “the encounter happens at night, in bad weather, or when the suspect vehicle has tinted windows,” but Glover pointed out the stop that led to this case occurred in the morning on a day with clear skies, so it would not have not been a problem to simply look in the window to see if the driver looked like the owner of the car.30 Glover argued that the officer could have waited for the driver to make a small traffic infraction to pull them over, but instead decided to initiate the stop on only one piece of information. This means that “millions of drivers who are indisputably following every traffic law” would have to deal with “the risk of being seized at the side of the road and every ill consequence that comes with that.”31

IV. Additional Considerations

Kansas’ reliance on Terry is misleading given the facts of the case. The U.S. Supreme Court upheld in Terry that to establish reasonable suspicion, an officer must “be able to point to specific and articulable facts which, taken together with rational inferences from those facts, reasonably warrant that intrusion.”32 The facts of Terry demonstrate that Kansas should be understood in a similar manner. Glover argued that when analyzing a Fourth Amendment issue like this one, the courts “must balance the government’s law-enforcement interests against individuals’ privacy interests. Here, the balance is not even close.”33 In Terry, the question of whether to further investigate the suspects only came after watching them repeatedly walk in front of the door, act suspiciously, and fail to answer the officer’s questions in a coherent manner. The officer then found a handgun, which could have been used to rob the store or cause harm. In Kansas, the sole reason the officer pulled over the respondent

30 Brief for the Petitioner, supra note 1 at 26
31 Brief for the Respondent, supra note 20 at 46.
32 Brief for the Petitioner, supra note 1 at 9.
33 Brief for the Respondent, supra note 20 at 9.
was that the registered owner of the car had his license suspended. There is an inherent difference in the consequences of the two cases if the officers had not initiated a search. If the officer had failed to stop the defendant in *Terry*, the defendant would have almost certainly used his weapon to rob the store. In the majority opinion for *Terry*, Chief Justice Earl Warren said the officer “had reasonable grounds to believe that petitioner was armed and dangerous, and it was necessary for the protection of himself and others to take swift measures to discover the true facts and neutralize the threat of harm if it materialized.”

This case had an element that *Kansas* lacked: there was no reason to suspect that swift action was required to discover whether the respondent was a clear danger to others. When understood in context, *Terry* provides less supporting evidence than *Kansas* claimed.

*Kansas*’ brief overstates the burden on the officer. It is true that accepting the standard set by the ruling from the Kansas Supreme Court would make initiating a stop more difficult for an officer, but *Kansas* exaggerated this burden, claiming that “Requiring more evidence would also be unnecessarily dangerous.”

This argument is infeasible considering all of the possible additional evidence that could have been used to make a stop. *Glover* points out that the officer could have simply pulled up next to the car and looked through the window to see if the driver appeared to be the person to whom the car was registered. This method of initiating the stop ensures the safety of the officer while firmly supporting the suspect’s Fourth Amendment rights.

**V. Conclusion**

The Fourth Amendment’s rights of the people “to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures” are among those which make this country the freest and most prosperous country to exist. These rights ensure that citizens are subjected to government searches only rarely and when absolutely necessary. Unfortunately, it appears to be a necessary

---

34 Supra note 8 at 30.
35 Brief for the Petitioner, supra note 1 at 26.
36 U.S. Const. amend. IV.
element of the U.S. government to continuously push the boundaries of its power, forever diminishing the liberties we value so highly. Kansas’ continuous use of the word “stop” to describe this incident demonstrates this principle, as the event could accurately be referred to as a “seizure.” The State of Kansas claims that “such stops promote that goal and do not unreasonably intrude on individual liberty,” referring to the state’s vital interest to secure roadways. This normative statement has no basis in fact because the intrusion on individual liberties is far greater than Kansas admits.

If the U.S. Supreme Court rules in favor of Kansas, the amount of cars that will be subject to search will increase more than Kansas admits. In Kansas, the officer manually typed the license plate number into his database. This, however, is not the only way this could have been achieved. Police districts across the country are increasingly using automated license plate readers, which allow police cars to scan up to two thousand license plates a minute. In districts where police cars are equipped with this technology, there could be a large number of people pulled over every day. Even family members of the person to whom the car is registered could be pulled over, making it clear that the U.S. Supreme court ruling in favor of Kansas would be a vast decrease in individual liberty. Additionally, Kansas assumes that if a police officer determines that the driver of the vehicle is not the owner of the vehicle they will “inquire no further and send them on their way,” but according to the Fines and Fees Justice Center, “[t]his is a fantasy.” If the officer asked any questions outside of ascertaining whether the driver was the owner of the vehicle, they would be using the stop to investigate ancillary, and potentially inconsequential infractions without reasonable suspicion of any offence. This increase

37 Brief for the Petitioner, supra note 1 at 2.
38 Id. at 7.
41 Id.
42 Id. at 12.
of police investigations of possibly unrelated infractions would result in a vast decrease in individual liberty.

The expansion of governmental power that would result from the U.S. Supreme Court ruling in favor of the State of Kansas would dramatically reduce the amount of privacy an individual has while driving. In 2017, 1.7 million people had their licenses suspended in Florida alone.\textsuperscript{43} In one year, nearly 10 percent of the Florida population and anyone that 10 percent lent their cars to could have been subjected to a police stop. If the U.S. Supreme Court rules in favor of the State of Kansas, millions of drivers could be subjected to being pulled over by the police while following every traffic law. The ability to drive your car without being accosted by the police falls directly under the right to privacy. If the U.S. Supreme Court rules in favor of the State of Kansas, anyone driving a car borrowed from someone with a suspended license would have their rights to privacy made obsolete. Additionally, one should question whether it is in the best interest of a U.S. citizen to give the police the power to constantly check license plates to discern whether owners of cars have had their licenses suspended. Considering the vast array of offences that individuals have their licenses’ suspended for, it becomes evident that this power is not justifiable. It is not in the interest of U.S. citizens for police to have the power to initiate millions of stops and discern whether they, for example, did or did not pay a court fee. This is clearly an instance where the government’s interest to enforce the law does not supersede the right to privacy. Kansas vastly understated the intrusiveness of a “stop,” the consequential restriction of liberty, and the vast reduction of privacy for drivers.

It is incumbent on those who wish to uphold the liberty and rights granted to them by the Fourth Amendment to ensure that any case challenging these rights is scrupulously examined. If the court is to rule in favor of Kansas, these rights will be diminished. The interest of the State to maintain a safe roadway does not excuse the

infringement on individual liberty resulting from the Supreme Court ruling in Kansas’ favor.
Hong Kong's Extradition Controversy: Adjudicating Jurisdiction Under "One Country, Two Systems"

Hubert Ning

In the bright skyscraper lights, among the city sounds and urban hustle, exists the beating heart of democracy in East Asia—Hong Kong. Maintained under the “one country, two systems” principle, Hong Kong has conserved governing autonomy by separating its political and economic systems from those of mainland China since 1997. Under Article 31 of the Constitution of the People’s Republic of China, Hong Kong is one of China’s two special administrative regions (SARs). Despite categorization as provincial-level administrative districts under China’s realm, these regions possess the highest degree of autonomy possible and are granted liberties such as the right to vote and the freedom of speech, unlike their counterparts. However, unlike other Chinese provinces, Hong Kong remains free from direct Communist Party control. With its executive, legislative, and judicial powers devolved from China’s national government, Hong Kong serves as a safe haven for democracy. This democratic model houses seven million individuals who breathe life into the freedoms and civil liberties which separate Hong Kong from mainland China and democracy from subjugation.

The introduction of Hong Kong’s extradition bill threatened this democratic model. It laid out new provisions and amendments to current Hong Kong extradition laws and treaties, which would have allowed mainland China to extradite individuals whenever they saw fit. International and domestic backlash filled the streets, courts, forums, and social media. Questions of the bill’s legality created virulent discourse among legal scholars and bureaucratic officials arguments its ethical implications. A factor of intense discourse
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stemmed from the increased risk of torture and ill-treatment for extradited individuals.

Hong Kong serves as a model of a fair and equitable legal system; the principle of equality before the law reverberates through every courtroom’s halls and resonates in the hearts of every lawyer and judge. Regardless of crime, the cost of delivering justice should not be equated with perpetrating injustice. Criticism of Hong Kong’s extradition bill speaks to protect the values, core principles, and ideals that have separated Hong Kong from mainland China for over 100 years. Even though the extradition bill did not pass, it is important to recognize how the bill would have threatened Hong Kong’s democratic liberties and to look into the implications the bill would have had on extradition law.4

I. Background

Legal scholars describe China’s criminal process as “plagued by deep flaws, including the lack of an independent judiciary, arbitrary detention, lack of fair public trial, lack of access to legal representation and poor prison conditions.”5 Additionally, as codified in mainland China’s legal system, courts do not enforce precedents in their judicial interpretations.6 The system allows for vast interpretation with no accountability from previous decisions, allowing judges to maneuver legal interpretation on a case-by-case basis to benefit government motives. Meanwhile, residents under Hong Kong’s legal system, a hallmark of autonomy, enjoy rights not found in mainland China. Article 35 of the Basic Law guarantees access to courts, a right to confidential legal advice, universal choice of lawyers, legal aid, and an independent judiciary with the power of final adjudication to Hong
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Hong Kong residents. As a result, Hong Kong arguably has the oldest equitable contemporary justice system in Asia, serving as the premier model for impartiality in the Pacific East.

The complicated relationship between Hong Kong and China extends beyond legal and administrative systems and into politics, laws, trade, economies, and people. With different cultures, viewpoints, and verbal dialect, Hong Kong residents do not consider themselves Chinese. The century-long separation between the two created greater cultural gaps that cannot easily be bridged. Naturally, any attempt to merge the two entities, whether bureaucratically or culturally, will be met with friction.

II. The Extradition Bill

In February 2018, Hong Kong resident Chan Tong-Kai allegedly murdered his pregnant girlfriend, Poon Hiu-wing, in Taiwan. However, upon Chan’s return to Hong Kong, the police could not charge him with murder or extradite him to Taiwan. Under normal circumstances, the Hong Kong government would have referred to the Fugitive Offenders Ordinance (FOO) and the Mutual Legal Assistance in Criminal Matters Ordinance (MLAO). The two Hong Kong ordinances, however, were not codified to open requests for surrendering fugitives to Taiwan. The Hong Kong government would have referred to the Fugitive Offenders Ordinance (FOO) and the Mutual Legal Assistance in Criminal Matters Ordinance (MLAO). The two Hong Kong ordinances, however, were not codified to open requests for surrendering fugitives to Taiwan. Beside these two ordinances, Hong Kong has no mutual legal assistance nor any formal extradition treaty between itself and other extraterritorial regions, including mainland China.

Without the ability to legally charge Chan for the murder, the Hong Kong government only punished Chan for money laundering, as he had used Poon’s debit card to pay off credit bills and loans after her death.
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7 Hong Kong Basic Law, ch. 3, art. 35.
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One year after the murder, Hong Kong proposed amendments to the FOO and MLAO. It wished to establish a legal apparatus known as special case arrangements: the ability to transfer fugitives to any jurisdiction on a case-by-case basis, regardless of whether or not there is a pre-existing formal extradition treaty. To accomplish this goal, Hong Kong proposed seven key provisions, which summed to applying special case arrangements to Hong Kong fugitives and expanding its coverage to 37 of the 46 existing offenses described under FOO.11

These provisions came to be known as the “Hong Kong Extradition Bill.” Beijing’s involvement with the proposed bill has raised concerns, both domestically and abroad, from legal professions, journalists, business groups, and foreign governments. Opponents feared the erosion of Hong Kong’s autonomous legal system and safeguards, arguing that Hong Kong would open itself to control of mainland Chinese law and put its residents at risk of authoritative scrutiny. Opponents also urged Hong Kong to establish an extradition arrangement with only Taiwan and cease the arrangement after surrendering Chan.12

III. Principles of Extradition Law

Extradition is the process by which states, upon requests from another, return accused individuals for trials of punishable crimes committed outside jurisdictional bounds of the requesting state. Principles of criminal law restrict penal law to states’ territorial boundaries; however, in an effort to reduce crime, states form treaties
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to deliver fugitives and accused criminals to justice. In general, extradition is regulated internationally through diplomatic treaties and domestically through internal extradition acts. Extradition acts, by international standard, specify extraditable crimes, explicate extradition procedures, clarify safeguards and liberties, and provide the relationship between the acts and pre-existing diplomatic extradition treaties. Many countries only grant extradition to countries with pre-existing relations or agreements on the transferring of fugitives. In China, extradition only exists between 58 different nations it has had good relations with.  

13 The United States, Britain, and Argentina extradite nationals only if the governing diplomatic treaty authorizes such action. Many states ignore obligations to surrender their citizens to another country. For example, until 1997, Slovenia and Colombia did not allow the extradition of their own nationals, regardless of pre-existing extradition treaties.

Double criminality, the principle of specificity, and the right to asylum are other elements embedded within most extradition acts and treaties. Double criminality stipulates that the purported crime for which extradition is sought for must be a criminal offense in both countries of the shared treaty. The principle of specificity claims that the demanding state can prosecute the extradited fugitive only for the criminal offenses for which extradition was granted. The principle of specificity is closely tied to the right to asylum, which protects individuals from ulterior political motives from state governments. If demanding states were to try fugitives for an offense which suits the purpose of the government, extradition could be used as a political weapon to fulfill the needs of the state rather than to equate justice.

15 Leung, supra note 12
IV. Hong Kong’s Extradition Bill in Relation to International Norms

The unique relationship between China and Hong Kong differentiated the Hong Kong Extradition Bill from most intrastate extradition treaties. As one of China’s SARs, Hong Kong possesses both near governmental and legal autonomy, thereby granting itself a completely different administrative and legal system. Being more akin to a separate state, Hong Kong and its bill compare more suitably with international extradition standards.

The bill included 37 types of crimes extraditable to mainland China, including vague crimes such as “unlawful use of computers,” “environmental pollution,” and “fiscal matters.” The ambiguity of these categories allowed for broad interpretations at the Chinese government’s convenience, including the unlawful prosecution of a citizen. The bill’s ambiguity also jeopardized the principle of specificity. Vague crimes listed under the bill lacked specificity and failed to provide accountable provisions for the exact codified penal crime that was committed. With the chance of individuals being tried for crimes not originally extradited for, Hong Kong’s bill failed international extradition law standards and risked being manipulated into a political weapon. Before the bill was introduced, some political fugitives of the Chinese mainland government treated Hong Kong as an asylum, both as a safe haven and a check on China’s political overreach.

Since the 1989 Tiananmen Square pro-democracy protest, China has consistently jailed its political opponents. Those with
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contradicting political ideologies, such as Liu Xiaobo, Qin Yongmin, and a slew of other lawyers, journalists, and bloggers are still targeted by China today. With this extradition bill, mainland China’s government could have produced a retrospective view of criminality, endangering its political opponents and everyone else within its jurisdiction, which would have extended to Hong Kong. Ultimately, due to the threat of retrospectivity, individuals who escaped to Hong Kong would have lived in fear of extradition as Hong Kong lost its asylum status.

V. The Threat Against Hong Kong’s Autonomy

While unable to directly jeopardize Hong Kong’s right to vote, the extradition bill threatened Hong Kong residents’ freedom of speech and protections against unlawful persecution. The bill would have allowed China’s government to extradite individuals deemed political threats, hushing any voice that seems damaging to the state’s reputation. Major political activists such as Yang Maodong, Liu Xiaobo, and Anastasia Lin were all arrested and sentenced by the Chinese government for promoting speaking out against government policies and practices. The danger of speaking against the mainland government and the threat of extradition quiets the voices wishing to take a stand. The bill nullified the liberties guaranteed in Article 27 of Hong Kong’s Basic Law, which allows for the freedom of expression, speech, belief, and thought. Ultimately, the bill almost entirely shifted Hong Kong’s democratic climate from where it stands today.

VI. Recent Criticisms and Confrontations

Within Hong Kong’s government, the proposed extradition bill raised concerns among pro-business parties. The Business and Professionals Alliance for Hong Kong (BPA) and the Liberal Party fought to exempt themselves from 15 of the 46 criminal offenses under
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the extradition proposal.\textsuperscript{23} A strategic location, productive workforce, stable economic environment, and lucrative tax-regimes give Hong Kong a world-class infrastructure attractive to corporations across the globe.\textsuperscript{24} The bill jeopardized Hong Kong’s status as a safe haven for multinational corporations. From a domestic standpoint, the extradition bill produced fear that it would destroy freedoms businesses in Hong Kong have grown to expect. From an international standpoint, the extradition bill would have impeded foreign investment due to the fear that preexisting structures, such as the current tax regime, would fall apart.\textsuperscript{25} Many businesses sign contracts with China under a common contractual provision that resolves disputes under Hong Kong’s preexisting laws, not mainland China’s. The vast skewness of power from officials of the mainland legal system deters individuals and companies from wanting to do business within Chinese regulations. The Hong Kong Bar Association raised concerns from legal and ethical standpoints, arguing that the preexisting lack of application for extraditing fugitives to mainland China was intentional. It existed because of the fundamental differences in each justice system and the lack of protection for fundamental rights in mainland China.\textsuperscript{26}

Seemingly, the guarantee of civil liberties and rights under Hong Kong’s Basic Law—the hallmark expectations separating mainland China’s legal system from Hong Kong’s—were being eroded


and thrown into a collision course with no avail from the city’s government.\(^{27}\)

As an extension of the Hong Kong Bar Association, the Law Society of Hong Kong also released a review on the extradition bill that questioned both the lack of additional requirements on proof-of-evidence for extradition and the non-admissibility of additional evidence against extradition. Removing the chance to admit evidence against extradition and facilitating the extradition process, the bill highlighted the lack of protection and resources individuals have to prove their innocence. Without an equitable methodology with the presumption of innocence at the forefront, the extradition bill undermined the safety and protections individuals should be guaranteed by governments. These notes justify that Hong Kong should hold a comprehensive review of the current legal assistance and fugitive extradition systems instead of rushing to propose the retracted legislation. Without these steps, lines that once clearly distinguished Hong Kong’s legal system from China’s will soon blur.

Hong Kong’s government devolved into an unprecedented bipartisan split after the extradition bill’s introduction, and it reflected in the international sphere. While mainland government officials publicly endorsed the bill, both local and international governments and opposition groups openly declare their opposition.\(^{28}\) Ranging from U.S. senators and house representatives to European Union representatives, international powers continue to express that the extradition bill would have irreparably damaged Hong Kong’s autonomy and protection of human rights.\(^{29}\) British Foreign Secretary Jeremy Hunt and Canadian Minister of Foreign Affairs Chrystia
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Freeland voiced their concerns about the potential effects of the bill on the United Kingdom and Canadian citizens residing in Hong Kong.\textsuperscript{30}

Because of this backlash, Hong Kong’s Secretary of Security John Lee proposed new measures to amend the bill, including safeguards in line with common human right protections, such as the presumption of innocence, open trials, legal representation, the right to appeal, and freedom from coerced confessions.\textsuperscript{31} The new bill also appropriated post surrender means and arrangements and raised the threshold for applicable offenses from three to seven or more years.

On paper, these concessions met many of the opposition’s demands; however, legal scholars and pro-democrats argued that Lee’s proposal still failed to guarantee fair treatment and complete human rights protection for extradited fugitives.\textsuperscript{32} Lee refused to embed additional safeguards against torture, ill-treatment, detention in poor conditions for indefinite periods, and other human rights violations, claiming he confidently believes Chinese authorities will guarantee fair treatment as promised—regardless of whether protection clauses existed in the bill.\textsuperscript{33} Hong Kong lawyers also expressed their reservations about the impartiality of mainland China’s justice system, the prevalence of torture, and Hong Kong citizens’ limited access to lawyers. What began as a legal loophole in Hong Kong’s extradition policies expanded into a battle of life and death regarding civil liberties and human rights.


VII. The Viability of Other Legal Solutions

When the bill was initially introduced, opponents urged Hong Kong to establish a temporary extradition arrangement with Taiwan and cease the arrangement after Chan’s surrender.\textsuperscript{34} Extending this relationship and forming an extradition treaty exclusively with Taiwan would have ensured justice and prevented situations like Chan’s in the future. Though the difficulty of ensuring such change is an entirely different subject, highlighting these legal matters will help establish the necessary foundations for a more viable solution than the now-retracted bill.

Extradition exists to promote justice and reduce criminal activity. A new extradition agreement should not ruin the foundations of democracy; it should instill new roots and growth into a government such as Hong Kong’s. The extradition bill deceptively used standard international provisions, such as double criminality and the principle of specificity, to hide the political weapon that it could have become. The ambiguity of the crimes listed under the provision led to a vast range of interpretation with no real legal provisions by which to hold individuals accountable. That, along with the lack of enforceability of judicial precedent in mainland China’s legal system, results in a case-by-case prosecution to however the Chinese government sees fit.

Possible solutions to the bill involve truly enforcing principles of double criminality and specificity by ensuring legal provisions precisely define when to extradite fugitives. Being able to point to specific codified laws as evidence of extradition would raise a new extradition bill closer to international norms for extradition laws. Another solution includes establishing enforceability for legal precedent in mainland China’s legal system. As previously mentioned, without legal precedent, trials and prosecutions become a case-by-case phenomenon reliant upon the government’s self-interested discretion.

Some form of enforceability could establish an equitable justice system that promotes impartiality and due process. Extradition would then be used less as a political weapon and instead as a mechanism for perpetuating equality before the law.

VIII. Two Countries; Two Systems

The extradition bill would have shattered protections and liberties granted by Hong Kong’s Basic Law and ultimately changed Hong Kong’s legal system. Since March 2019, protests by Hong Kong residents have escalated to historical numbers. Millions have both peacefully expressed their reservations and clashed with Hong Kong police. Protestors issued five demands: total withdrawal of the extradition bill; a commission inquiry into alleged police brutality; retraction of the classification of protestors as rioters; amnesty for arrested protestors; and universal suffrage and direct elections for the legislative council and chief executive. After months of internal strife, external conflict, foreign intervention, domestic rallies, and partisan politics, the legislative council moved to withdraw the bill on Oct. 23, 2019. Yet, the bill’s death is not the end.

In an effort to protect their own legal system, freedom of expression, voice, and democracy, the people of Hong Kong have taken to the streets, courts, and legislature to fight. On the surface, the extradition bill started a battle of mutual legal assistance and extradition treaties, but at its core, it is a battle to retain freedom of speech, press, demonstration, movement, conscience, and so many more basic human rights and liberties. Though the Hong Kong government formally withdrew the bill, the people of Hong Kong—and the people of the world—cannot forget the encroachment Hong Kong faced and nearly fell victim to.


A Case for Abolishing Alford and No-Contest Plea Deals in Criminal Sexual Assault Cases
Pranav Vijayan

In March 2012, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled in Missouri v. Frye that defendants may pursue claims of ineffective counsel if their lawyers do not disclose acceptable plea offers before they expire.¹ In the majority opinion for this case, Justice Anthony Kennedy wrote that “plea bargaining is not some adjunct to the criminal justice system — it is the criminal justice system.”² Justice Kennedy is correct; today, over 95 percent of criminal cases that result in a conviction are plea bargained.³ It is unequivocally true that plea deals are ubiquitous in the modern age, as they can be found in almost all cases, including DUIs, aggravated assault, and murder cases. For the purposes of this paper, I will analyze plea deals in sexual assault cases and some of our legal system’s gravest injustices found within them.

I. Background

In the United States, only 8 percent of sexual assault convictions go to trial.⁴ The majority of the remaining 92 percent are “pled down”—that is, the prosecution, defense, and the judge negotiate a deal that results in a guaranteed conviction for a “lesser crime.” Upwards of 400,000 sexual assaults occur in the United States every year,⁵ and approximately 35 percent of those assaults result in a criminal charge.⁶

² Id.
Only about 12,000 cases actually reach the ears of a jury or a judge.\(^7\) Statistically speaking, if you’re a victim of a sexual crime in the United States, you have essentially already waived your Sixth Amendment right to a speedy trial.

Before \textit{Gideon v. Wainwright} (1963),\(^8\) judges heard 12 to 20 felony cases per day, as no explicit right to legal representation for an indigent defendant existed. Additionally, before \textit{Gideon}, plea bargain demands were unheard of—almost all cases were resolved through summary judgment. However, providing legal representation to every defendant meant that felony cases took longer to adjudicate and resulted with higher standards for acceptable evidence, more statements from counsel and witnesses, and a rigorous adherence to courtroom norms. Judges and counsel have a legal incentive to negotiate deals outside the courtroom to minimize the time, effort, and money spent on a trial. Furthermore, \textit{Brady v. United States} (1970) established precedent regarding the constitutionality of overturning a plea offer after exculpating evidence had been released, with the mandate that the evidence be provided at the request of the defendant.\(^9\) Before \textit{Brady}, defendants were more hesitant to accept a guilty plea, as a competent prosecutor would only extend the offer after extensive consultation with the facts. After \textit{Brady}, however, prosecutors were encouraged to strike plea deals before consultation, knowing that the defendant could overturn it.\(^10\) \textit{Brady} aligned the economic interests of the prosecution with the defendant’s constitutional right to an impartial and speedy trial, thereby creating an environment tailored for attorneys to make a quick buck at the expense of their defendants’ freedoms.

Naturally, this effect played out in sexual crime cases. Victims in these cases are typically ill-informed of the conditions of their plea deals. Fortunately, \textit{Brady} established that both the plaintiff and the

\(^7\) Supra note 5.
defendant has a right to reasonable knowledge of the terms of their settlement and that mutual consent of the deal is necessary for its execution. Yet a study of Alford pleas in Washington State proves otherwise; prosecutors in state courts denied two-thirds of rape victims’ term requests, allowing for 80 percent of those denials to result in plea agreements that were contrary to the victim’s wishes for restitution. The study also found that the frequent denial of term requests resulted from Washington State’s victim’s rights program. In an attempt to make plea sentencing more just, Washington State required all victims to testify if they accept a plea deal offered prior to consultation and negotiation. While this law intended to incentivize collecting facts about the case, it disincentivized victims from pursuing robust, clear understandings of their plea deals. Because prosecutors understood that victims of sexual crimes did not want to be revictimized through forced testimony, they preemptively denied victims’ term requests in order to avoid starting the plea negotiation process prior to consultation. Furthermore, denying requests economically incentivizes prosecutors to keep cases as short as possible, regardless of their propensities for administering justice. For prosecutors, this is a clear win—their actions avoid the risk of psychological trauma for the victim and keep plea negotiations clear and concise. On the other hand, the victims who accept plea deals without receiving a robust report of the terms and conditions often either have their wishes expressly denied or come out lacking restitution.

II. Minnesota v. Finch: A Test Case

Minnesota v. Finch, a 2014 criminal sexual assault case in which then-36-year-old Eugene Robert Finch was charged with second-degree criminal sexual conduct, puts the theoretical arguments against plea bargaining in more concrete terms. Finch rented out his

townhome property in Maplewood, Minnesota, to a family with a 13-year-old daughter. Finch gained the family’s trust by providing free maintenance services and offering fixed rent prices. Relying on this trust, Finch convinced the daughter to take a ride with him in his Jeep and drop her off at a laser tag hall. Instead of dropping her off, Finch repeatedly touched her under her dress and manipulated her into performing sexual acts on him.14

Facing three years in state prison and registry on the state’s sex offender database, Finch entered a guilty plea. Due to the nature of his plea deal, Finch received a lenient probation and enrolled in a sex offender treatment program for six months with the agreement that if he completed his treatment, the charges would be dismissed.15 More importantly, Finch’s deal let him plead guilty to a lesser crime: child solicitation. The state also did not register Finch in the sex offender database.

Finch did not violate the conditions of his probation, and his initial charges were dropped after he paid his bail and fine.16 What did not change, however, were his intentions. Six months into his treatment, Finch started renting out his townhome to a new family while babysitting the family’s children. Finch was later convicted of coercing an 11-year-old girl to allow him to touch her genitals in exchange for a Barbie doll.17 Finch kept the girl silent by telling her to “not bite the hand that (fed her)” and threatening to evict her family if she reported the crime to the authorities.18 Physical evidence in the family’s attic confirmed Finch’s second sexual crime against a minor.

It is clear that something in the plea bargain system is wrong. Finch’s sentencing did not deter him from engaging in an illegal and predatory behavior. Rather, having the knowledge that he did not have
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to face the consequences of his actions encouraged him to repeat his offense.

III. The Case Against Alford and No-Contest Deals

What is the real product of the plea bargaining system in sexual assault cases? What has really occurred as a result of \textit{Brady} and every deal following it? Plea bargains obstructed justice in \textit{Finch} by not registering a pedophile on the sex offender database, allowing him to become a repeat offender. Structurally, plea bargains continue courts’ perceptions of sexual crimes as inevitable and part of daily life.\textsuperscript{19} When sexual crimes are pled to a lesser offense, courts lack regulatory mechanisms to prevent repeat offenses. For instance, courts do not require offenders to register in a database\textsuperscript{20} or prohibit them from legally purchasing firearms\textsuperscript{21} in the case of domestic violence, both of which increase recidivism.\textsuperscript{22} As a result, courts normalize sexual crimes by erasing the legal distinction between sexual crime and non-sexual violent crime. This nullifies the explicit legislative intent in sex offenders’ sentencing requirements and reduces the laws’ deterrent effects. Furthermore, plea deals artificially deflate statistics for sexual and domestic assault convictions by reclassifying them as “regular” assault or battery, sustaining the stereotype of certain sex offenders as “lone wolves” rather than symptoms of a broader sociological phenomena.

In the context of public policy, perpetuating the idea of the “lone wolf” means blocking government-funded research into the causes of sexual and domestic violence. In the 1996 omnibus federal spending bill, a rider was inserted to mandate that no CDC-allocated funds or injury prevention funds could be used to “advocate or

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{21} Domestic Violence & Firearms, \textit{Giffords Law Center}, https://lawcenter.giffords.org/gun-laws/policy-areas/who-can-have-a-gun/domestic-violence-firearms/ (last visited Nov. 15, 2019).
  \item \textsuperscript{22} \textit{Id.}
\end{itemize}
promote” gun control. Known as the Dickey Amendment, the rider acted as a deterrent to gun control research, in fear that federal CDC funding could be summarily withdrawn by Congress, potentially setting back years of federal statistics on gun policy. There is little evidence to say that the same would not occur in the instance of sexual assault. The Trump Administration is already hostile to victims’ rights: It rolled back limitations on forced arbitration contracts for reporting sexual assault in the workplace; removed a Department of Labor rule combatting sexual assault in healthcare settings; and has threatened to cut millions of dollars in sexual assault prevention policy funds for cities that refuse to comply with new immigration standards. America is on the brink of explicit anti-victim violence, and “pleading down” is contrary to the interests of victims and advocates alike.

Another response to Brady justifies the curtailing of plea bargains on the grounds that the plea system risks criminal courts’ legitimacy. In no-contest deals, defendants admit to the facts of the case but do not plead guilty to the accused crime. While no-contest pleas are taken in only 5 percent of federal sexual assault cases, they severely undercut procedural and substantive courtroom norms. Imagine if the defendant in Finch had accepted a no-contest plea; Finch would have been able to publicly proclaim his innocence and not been held responsible for public restoration to his victims.

His continued proclamation of innocence also would have cast doubt on both the facts of the case and the public’s opinion of the judiciary’s punitive and restorative powers. Had Finch denounced his culpability to the press while accepting punishment from the court, he
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would have tarnished the court’s legitimacy. The public would view the court as punishing someone innocent, even if the facts played out differently. Effectively, the ruling makes the perpetrator a social martyr, which further validates the false denial of criminal acts and perpetuates the problematic norms discussed previously.

The other type of problematic plea deal is an Alford plea, which is more egregious than no-contest pleas in harming judicial legitimacy and foregoing victims’ restoration. In contrast to no-contest pleas, in which the defendant does not plead guilty, Alford pleas force defendants to plead guilty while allowing an assertion of innocence in court.27 In essence, Alford pleas supercharge the detrimental effects of no-contest pleas. They delegitimize the courts by granting legitimacy to false claims of innocence in a court of law. Additionally, if a defendant accepts an Alford plea, the court fails its obligation to make a victim whole again. Especially in cases of violent crimes such as sexual assault and rape, the process of convicting a defendant often acts as a morality play by expressing a community’s commitment to safety and educating future generations. However, Alford pleas sidestep this entire process by allowing perpetrators to avoid apologizing, paying restorations, or even acknowledging the suffering they have caused, re-entrenching a cycle of violence that inhibits the victim’s mental and physical healing.

IV. Conclusion

Fundamentally, Alford and no-contest pleas arise as a result of a legal structure that tells attorneys that securing even an unethical conviction is necessary for their reputations. Attorneys with a penchant for guilty pleas are not exclusively unscrupulous and cold-hearted people, but rather a product of the competitive and profit-oriented culture that permeates American law. To morally condemn one attorney’s choice in presenting an Alford or no-contest offer to their indigent defendant solves one problem and nothing

more. It is more effective to critique the structures that shape and mold society’s decisions.
Native American Precedent in the 2020 Census Citizenship Question Debate

Maria Villegas Bravo

There are currently upwards of 11 million unauthorized immigrants residing in the United States, and roughly 8 million are ethnically Latinx.¹ For the upcoming 2020 census, Secretary of Commerce Wilbur Ross announced his intention to introduce a question concerning the citizenship status of each individual who receives a census form in the United States. His official reasoning was that reinstating the question would give the Department of Justice accurate citizenship information to better enforce Section 10301 of the Voting Rights Act of 1965, which bans a dilution of minority voting power.² In *Department of Commerce v. New York*, the plaintiffs brought those motives into question, alleging that the decision to reinstate the question was a ploy to disenfranchise the Latinx community. There is evidence that adding Ross’ question would dramatically reduce the response rate of noncitizens, especially in the Latinx community.³ Despite not having legal status, unauthorized immigrants still have a stake in public policy, and this deliberate attack against their communities should be condemned.

On appeal to the U.S. Supreme Court, the case evolved to become an accusation of Secretary Ross violating the Administrative Procedure Act of 1946 by being “arbitrary” and “capricious” in making the decision to include the citizenship question.⁴ The Supreme Court, in a majority opinion written by Chief Justice John Roberts, held that while Secretary Ross weighed all the relevant evidence, his error was procedural. The addition of the question to the 2020 census was unconstitutional because Ross provided a flawed official
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reasoning for proceeding, not because of his personal motives or logical processes. Justice Stephen Breyer’s dissent, however, states that Secretary Ross did violate the Administrative Procedure Act by ignoring scientifically sound reports to push forward his policy.

As stated in Chief Justice Roberts’ majority opinion, “[the] history matters,” and in such cases, the Supreme Court bases its interpretation of the Constitution on government practices that are “open, widespread, and unchallenged since the early days of the republic.”5 Like the Latinx community, Native Americans have had a troubled history with citizenship and interactions with the federal government. However, the federal government has worked diligently to drastically improve the census data gathered about Native Americans since 1915. The government created task forces and adapted the census questions to better fit the tribes, citing the importance of accurate census data.6 There is no reason that the Latinx community should be any different. This community should still be treated with a level of fairness and respect that has been historically afforded to similarly situated groups. The record shows that Secretary Ross ignored these longstanding Congressional practices and willingly opted for a practice that would dramatically reduce the accuracy of the census data and millions of people’s political power.

I. Undercounting Native Americans

The U.S. Constitution establishes that the population should be enumerated with only vague directions for Congress.7 Section 2 of Article 1 of the Constitution specifies that “Indians not taxed” shall not be enumerated.8 Despite a long and complicated history of colonization and exploitation, Congress has made significant steps to improve Native American census data, understanding the improved data’s impact on the population.

5 Supra note 2 at 13.
6 Margaret M. Jobe, Native Americans and the Census: a Brief Historical Survey 30 J. of Gov’t Info. 66-80 (2004).
7 U.S. Const. art. I, § 2.
8 Id.
Native American tribes were originally treated as foreign nations and were not taxed by the federal government. Westward expansion pushed the Native Americans further out onto reservations, and policymakers became more interested in the Native American population. In 1846, Congress passed an appropriations bill that gave funding for Native American Census Bureau officials to account for Native Americans in the communities and on reservations. The 1850 census was the first to include official information on Native Americans who counted as taxed individuals.

As the years progressed and the nation fulfilled its manifest destiny, the census called for even more detailed data points regarding Native Americans. The 1880 census asked Native Americans outrageous questions, including the rate of which they felt they have adopted European ways of life. The new data were all estimates, varying wildly between the Census Bureau officials due to personal individual biases. Interracial marriages between Native Americans and white people became more common during this period, and because there was not a mixed race category on the census, census takers had to choose one race over the other, which skewed the data. A series of conflicts collectively known as the Sioux and Plains Wars in the latter half of the 19th century contributed to harsh cultural barriers. These wars pitted Native Americans and American soldiers against each other as Native Americans were chased onto reservations and slaughtered. Native Americans had a credible fear that their personal information would be used against them to gain an advantage in the increasingly violent conflicts.

In 1887, Congress passed the Dawes Act and changed the landscape of Native American communities forever. This act stripped Native Americans of their communal land ownership by breaking up
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the land to be owned by heads of households or individuals over 18.\textsuperscript{15} Since this was against the customs of most tribes, not all the land was claimed, and the remaining land was made available for sale to American settlers. The division of land made it easier to account for Native Americans in the census blocks instead of attempting to count large groups of roaming people.

Despite this advance, Native Americans were still severely undercounted and erroneously labeled. Each iteration of the census since has inched toward better enumerating the Native American population in a respectful way. For example, in a 1915 special report by the Census Bureau, a more objective anthropological angle was adopted with terms like “half breed” being replaced with “mixed blood.”\textsuperscript{16} In 1960, the Census Bureau overhauled the system and moved to self-identification for racial identity instead of guesswork on the part of a Census Bureau official. The numbers of recorded Native Americans skyrocketed. People who did not previously disclose their Native American ancestry or were not counted due to not looking the part were finally able to count themselves.\textsuperscript{17}

In 1924, Congress passed the Indian Citizenship Act, which gave all Native Americans citizenship, pursuant to the Fourteenth Amendment. Different tribes had different requirements for being “full blooded,” and wildly different proportions of the population lived on reservations as opposed to in the general population. This made it difficult to cohesively implement widespread legislation in regards to the Native American population. These changes still left linguistic, cultural, and physical barriers to accurate enumeration. Many Native American populations were labelled as “hard to count” communities that required special attention to acquire more accurate data as recently as the 2000 census. Consequently, the bureau teamed up with tribes, taking recommendations from within the tribal governments. They also hired a throng of new Census Bureau officials who could act as
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translators for the tribes and do in-person interviews to collect data.\textsuperscript{18} The Census Bureau even ran dress rehearsals in 1999 to collect data in person before it was supposed to be recorded and recommended creating a task force specifically focused on ensuring a complete count of the Native American population.

When evidence exists of a large population being undercounted, great lengths are taken to fix them. The plight of noncitizens and the Latinx community should be no different to that of the Native Americans and should get the same level of both respect and care in enumeration.

\textbf{II. Credible Fear and What Noncitizens Stand to Lose}

Secretary Ross and the Department of Commerce argued that their decision to implement the citizenship question should not be penalized for the “unfounded” fear of noncitizens’ reactions to the question.\textsuperscript{19} The Trump administration argues that the census information is confidential and personal information will not be shared on an individual level, so the Census Bureau should not be at fault for the way respondents answer the survey.\textsuperscript{20} However, this is not necessarily true.

In its amicus brief, the Puerto Rico Legal Defense and Education Fund (PRLDEF), a Latinx civil rights group, included an analysis that validates a credible fear on the part of noncitizens and the Latinx community.\textsuperscript{21} Executive Order No. 13767 mandated all executive departments to take actions to “repatriate illegal aliens swiftly.”\textsuperscript{22} This led to a sharp increase in deportations, and the Latinx community was understandably scared. Members of the Latinx community started reporting crimes at lower rates, did not seek government assistance after Hurricane Harvey devastated Texas, and avoided court proceedings due to a risk of being deported as a result of their
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immigration statuses.\textsuperscript{23} This fear stretches back to the Great Depression, when approximately 1 to 2 million Mexicans and Mexican-Americans were deported from cities across the nation, regardless of proof of their nationalities.\textsuperscript{24}

Like the Native American community during the Sioux Wars, the noncitizen-Latinx community has a real, credible fear that its information will be used against it. The Census Bureau conservatively asserted that based on the 2010 census and three analyses they conducted, at least 5.8 percent of noncitizen households would either not respond or would respond erroneously to the short form census if the question was added.\textsuperscript{25} This means billions of dollars in federal funding for education, healthcare, and many other important programs would not be appropriately dispersed and Congressional seats would not be correctly apportioned.\textsuperscript{26} This would be a loss to any population, but in a population that has already been designated a “hard to count population” similar to Native Americans before them, it is disastrous.\textsuperscript{27}

\section*{III. The Present Case}

At the beginning of his tenure as Secretary of Commerce in 2017, Ross reached out to several executive agencies and departments to request their opinions on instating a citizenship question on the census. The Department of Justice responded affirmatively, saying that it could use the information to enforce Section 10301 Voting Rights Act of 1965, which bans the deprivation of single-member districts from areas with high percentages of minority voters.\textsuperscript{28} Despite this response, the Department of Justice declined to discuss alternative ways to gather the information, suggesting that the department was more interested in helping the Department of Commerce than
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collecting accurate data.\textsuperscript{29} Ross’ explanation that the citizenship question should be added at the request of the Department of Justice is pretextual, since he was the one who first suggested it to the Department of Justice and was the driving factor for the formal request. Furthermore, the information that the Department of Justice requested regarding the enumeration of citizens and noncitizens in the United States could easily be found in other administrative data collected by the federal government, such as the Annual Alien Registration.\textsuperscript{30}

The Supreme Court stopped short of deciding whether Secretary Ross violated the Administrative Procedure Act by acting in an “arbitrary” or “capricious” manner in his decision making.\textsuperscript{31} The Supreme Court held that Secretary Ross’ repudiation of the Census Bureau, the American Sociological Association, and countless other relevant data analysis experts was his own to decide.\textsuperscript{32} He was appointed to the position and confirmed by the Senate, and the Census Act of 1790 gives him broad and unchallenged power on what he may or may not do.\textsuperscript{33} The Supreme Court ruled narrowly, zeroing in on his explanation and whether or not it adhered to Section 706 (2)(a) of the Administrative Procedure Act.

Justice Breyer’s dissent, joined by Justices Ginsburg, Sotomayor, and Kagan, points out that this power is not completely unchallenged. Under the Act, the Court can decide “whether the decision was based on a consideration of the relevant factors and whether there has been a clear error of judgement.”\textsuperscript{34} There must be a “rational connection between the facts found and the choice made” after examining “the relevant data” and giving a “satisfactory explanation.”\textsuperscript{35} Justice Breyer asserts that Secretary Ross failed to
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consider serious risks of harm, failed to link his conclusion to available evidence, and failed to explain his refusal to minimize risks.36

When deciding whether or not to add the question, Secretary Ross placed three options on the table to calculate how many people in America are citizens. The first option would have continued asking the citizenship question on the American Community Survey, a long-form questionnaire which is sent to a rotating 3 percent of the population. The numbers for the rest of the population would be estimated using statistical models. The second option was to add the question to the short-form questionnaire sent to each household in America for a complete headcount. The final option was to use existing citizenship data to provide the Department of Justice the requested information. The Census Bureau warned that using the shorter form for the citizenship question would discourage people from responding to the short form at all, or at the very least, stop them from responding once they reached the citizenship question.

The bureau conducted three analyses of the 2010 census to determine the predicted nonresponse rates for a census form with the citizenship question. Based off of these data analyses, the bureau estimates that over 630,000 households would not respond if the citizenship question were added. This means that Census Bureau officials will have to go into the field and either follow up on the survey or get proxy information, which can lead to a great deal of error in the data.37

Not only did Secretary Ross ignore these warnings, he directly contradicted and attempted to discredit them. He asserted that the data the Census Bureau found were not statistically significant, despite the clear statement by the Census Bureau in its report to the Secretary.38 The third-party researchers that Secretary Ross cited, however, stepped forward and urged Ross to not include the question by arguing that their findings were different since the respondents in their surveys

36 Supra note 3 at 4.
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were directly paid to complete the surveys, whereas the census does not offer that incentive.

The empirical evidence clearly spells out that the Latinx community, especially the noncitizen Latinx community, would be drastically undercounted if the citizenship question is added to the short-form questionnaire. Being undercounted in the census directly accounts for losing federal funding, representation in Congress, Spanish voting ballots, and many other benefits that would ordinarily be received by these communities.\textsuperscript{39}

When previous groups have been so drastically undercounted in the past, Congress took measures to ameliorate the situation and accurately enumerate the people. Despite this historical precedent, Congress has recently taken action against the Latinx community. For both the 1990 and 2020 censuses, members considered changing the apportionment base from “persons” to “citizens,” arguing that since noncitizens are not able to vote, they should not be counted for seats in the House of Representatives.\textsuperscript{40} Only the 2016 Supreme Court decision in \textit{Evenwel v. Abbott} began the wave of protection for the noncitizen population.

Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg wrote in the opinion of the court for \textit{Evenwel} that “the Framers of the Fourteenth Amendment considered at length the possibility of allocating House seats to States on the basis of voter population,” but ultimately still counted slaves as part of the apportionment population despite not enfranchising them.\textsuperscript{41} The history matters, and so does representation. Justice Ginsburg stated that “Nonvoters have an important stake in many policy debates,” and should therefore be accurately accounted for regarding those stakes.\textsuperscript{42}
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IV. Conclusion

Secretary Ross intentionally ignored congressional precedent and multiple experts in the field. In his attempt to instate the citizenship question into the 2020 census short form, Ross turned his back on the precedent set by congressional treatment toward Native Americans. Now is the time to give the Latinx community, especially the noncitizen-Latinx community, an olive branch just like Congress gave the Native American community in 1915. This process began with Justice Ginsburg and President Obama, but there is still a long way to go. While an estimated 8 million people in the Latinx community are undocumented, there are still an estimated 42 million people who are documented United States citizens. None of them should be forgotten or lose political voting power due to an arbitrary and capricious decision by the Secretary of Commerce.
Environmental Law and Agents of Profit Through History
Molly Wancewicz

From the European colonization of North America to Nixon-era regulations of toxic chemicals, the legal system persists as an integral part of United States’ environmental history. Throughout this history, the legal system has been closely intertwined with profit by supporting resource extraction and other economic activities. However, in the 20th century, the law became a battleground between regulation and profiteering.

I. Colonial Period: Environmental Exploitation for Profit

The interaction between the legal system and the environment emerged in the 16th and 17th centuries when European powers began settling North America. European colonization of the Americas was fundamentally rooted in the pursuit of profit. Notably, colonists pursued wealth by establishing charter companies centered around agriculture, as well as trapping and trading furs, both of which required the acquisition of significant expanses of land.¹ To justify their extraction of profit from the natural environment, colonists frequently weaponized the legal system. For instance, in early New England and Chesapeake settlements, colonists held the legal system as a body called upon to justify their claims to newly occupied land. In 1738, British colonial leader William Bull asserted that the British possessed the right to occupy Carolina due to military conquest and historical claims, writing that, because the land was conquered in war and because no other European nation possesses the land, Britain had the “best right” to the territory.² While Bull did not appear in a court of law to defend the British claim to the land, he invoked sworn affidavits and used legally accepted evidence and customs of international law—such as the principle that conquering land by force establishes

ownership—to bolster British claim to Carolina. British colonists seeking to establish rights also used the legal system to protect their claims to the lands they hoped to colonize. The arguments of Roger Williams, the founder of Rhode Island, exemplify this trend. To defend the legality of Salem’s territorial holdings, Williams argued that “in order for Indians [to] legitimately to sell their lands, they had first to own them.” Colonists did not consider Native Americans owners of tribal land because they conceptualized property differently in indigenous tribes. Native Americans distinguished between hunting land and other land, and they based allocation of property on resource distribution, not the “first come, first served” principle utilized by colonists. In addition, New England settlers built fences encircling individual properties they believed they had conquered, seeking to establish “a superior, civil right of ownership.” The settlers’ assertion of a civil right to property represents another manner in which legal reasoning backed colonial ownership claims. In both cases, colonists sought to maintain their claims to the land in order to extract profit.

II. Chattel Slavery: an Evolution of Exploitation

The legal system served as the cornerstone of European profit off of the North American environment as they forced enslaved laborers to extract resources from the land. Chattel slavery that exploited African slave labor served as the basis for plantation-style production of certain staple crops. Cotton plantations, for instance, eroded up to three-fourths of the natural topsoil in some areas. In an 1839 letter, Frances Anne Kemble, a well-known British writer, noted that the land was “exhausted by the careless and wasteful nature of the
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agriculture itself, [which] suggests a pretty serious prospect of declining prosperity."8

Additionally, many Americans further dehumanized slaves by conceptualizing them in terms of profit, with 19th-century sources linking slavery to the efficiency of crop production. In 1861, landscape architect Frederick Law Olmsted described slaves in terms of hands, or units of labor. 9 Olmsted also evaluated the productivity of the fields, drawing a connection between slave labor—which was counted in blunt and faceless terms—and agricultural production.10 However, years of environmental degradation ensued after Olmsted’s and Kemble’s writings. Despite arguments that slavery violated natural law and positive law, chattel slavery did not end until the 1865 ratification of the Thirteenth Amendment.

III. Gold Rush Period: A Legal Turning Point

During the legal battle over slavery, a struggle over rights and resource extraction occurred elsewhere in the U.S. In the American West, the legal system intensified ambiguity over water rights during the California Gold Rush. Water was necessary for both hydraulic gold mining and the survival of mining communities, which were often separated by large amounts of arid land.11 Water evolved from being simply an environmental resource to an essential tool for the extraction of value from the environment. As water became a hotly contested resource, an unprecedented tension emerged between laws governing water use and those seeking to use water to profit from gold.

Water rights served as a turning point in American environmental law’s relationship to profit. For the first time, an adversarial relationship developed between the two entities.
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Undergirding this turning point was the evolution from riparian water rights to appropriative water rights, a shift best exemplified in California. Most legal conflicts over water rights during the Gold Rush occurred at the local and state levels, as the looming Civil War prevented the federal government from evaluating or regulating the natural resources of newly acquired California. Conflict over water began because both common law and the 1850 California constitution implied that California would use riparian law to govern water use. Beginning in the 1820s, however, legislation passed that contradicted the riparian rights and instead established prior appropriation water rights. The California Supreme Court established a new conception of water rights in its 1886 ruling in *Lux v. Haggin*. In *Lux*, the court ruled in a 4–3 decision that although riparian rights would remain superior to appropriative rights in the event of a conflict between the two types of rights, appropriative rights would continue to have legal standing. The court’s opinion also established that, in disputes between parties both claiming riparian rights to the same water, the concept of appropriate use would determine who had the right to the water. Similarly, in *Irwin v. Phillips* (1855), the plaintiff asked the California Supreme Court to rule on the legality of the “first-in-time, first-in-right” principle. This gold miners’ custom of resolving conflicting claims to water and gold constituted prior appropriation. The court held that because the miners’ principle was commonly accepted, prior appropriation would be considered state law. Though
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riparian rights were still valid under common law, appropriative rights gained legal recognition and would eventually become the accepted doctrine of water rights.  

With a backdrop of changing water rights, the California legal system established some of the earliest environmental protections in the U.S. In the latter half of the 19th century, most gold that had been washed downstream was panned from rivers, so profit-driven gold miners began using hydraulic mining to extract gold from the ground. While hydraulic mining yielded profits to the tune of $5.5 billion, it wrought vast environmental consequences. Hydraulic mining entailed diversion of water from streams into flumes and penstocks to create hydraulic pressure. Miners blasted the pressurized water into rock and sifted through the massive piles of resulting debris to find gold. Millions of acres of debris generated from this process choked rivers, smothered fields and orchards, and increased flooding. In two 1884 cases, Woodruff v. North Bloomfield Mining Co. and People v. Gold Run Ditch & Mining Co., judges decisively ruled that “hydraulic mining constituted a general and destructive public and private nuisance that must be halted.” These court rulings constituted an early form of environmental regulation that directly interacted with profit. However, much of each judge’s reasoning was based on the fact that the disruption to the environment negatively impacted agricultural capabilities, suggesting that even the courts’ establishment of regulations took motives of profit into consideration.

IV. The Evolution of Regulation

The environmental movement built upon regulations established during the conservation movement. The National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA), which required federal agencies to submit environmental assessments and environmental impact statements for proposed projects, cemented national
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environmental protections for the first time. A flurry of additional environmental legislation followed, including the 1970 Clean Air Act, the 1972 Clean Water Act, and the 1973 Endangered Species Act, which governed air quality, restricted water pollution, and protected critically imperiled species, respectively. During this time, profit again stirred conflict between capitalists and the law.

The battle over regulation of damaging substances, such as diethylstilbestrol (DES), highlights the widespread conflict between profit and environmental law. DES is a synthetic estrogen initially prescribed to women for a variety of medical conditions and later used as a food additive to increase the size of cattle for slaughter. In 1971, a study linking DES to cancer placed immense public pressure on the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) to regulate DES, especially its use in beef. The preponderance of scientific evidence led the FDA to apply the Delaney Clause, a provision in the Food Additives Amendment of 1958 that bans cancer-causing agents from being used as food additives, to ban DES in livestock feed. Feed companies then filed suit against the FDA, arguing that there was insufficient evidence that DES was a public health hazard. The U.S. District Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia overturned the FDA’s ban on the grounds that the FDA had not appropriately considered economic issues, requiring that the FDA first conduct a “quantitative risk assessment that weighed the economic benefits of DES against the economic costs of cancer.” Feed companies’ use of the legal system to challenge environmental regulation constituted a battle between
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profit and environmental regulation. Capitalistic motives were heavily intertwined within the legal system; the court ruled that the FDA had to regulate based on economic reasons, not public health, which reflects the influence of corporate interests within the law. Companies sought to protect their profits from new environmental regulations by filing lawsuits, creating a “regulatory and judicial logjam” that “kept most toxic chemicals from regulation.” In addition to federal regulations, “toxic torts,” or personal injury lawsuits alleging “exposure to a chemical caused injury or disease,” proliferated throughout the 1970s. Companies fought back by inserting themselves into all possible court cases through means such as filing briefs to “convince juries that toxic torts were unfounded.”

Beyond toxic chemical regulations, companies and industries also fought back against legal proceedings related to construction projects. In the early 1960s, the City of Houston, Texas, pursued the construction of the Lake Livingston Reservoir by diverting the Trinity River. The project aimed to increase Houston’s water supply so the city could provide for domestic water use while meeting commitments to industry actors, including petrochemical companies. However, a lawsuit filed by a group of citizens in December 1962 temporarily halted the reservoir’s construction. During the delay, Noah Hull, Houston’s surface water supply director, and H.R. Norman, an engineering consultant for the city, publicly called for the project to resume. They characterized the lawsuit as frivolous, emphasizing how it was filed by “a small group” of people “as a result of complaints on high water bills.” Subsequent lawsuits regarding similar projects, such as the 1971 suit filed by the Sierra Club against
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the Trinity River Authority and the City of Houston, suggest that the 1962 plaintiffs voiced significant concerns about the reservoir’s environmental impact.\textsuperscript{41} After their brief analysis of the lawsuit’s claims, the city and industry representatives spent several paragraphs extolling the reservoir project’s economic benefits, emphasizing how much additional water the project would bring to Houston. Clearly, the legal conflict was fundamentally rooted in motives of profit.

V. Conclusion

Throughout the past four centuries of American history, the legal system has fluctuated between protecting the sanctity of the environment and advancing economic interests, often revealing conflicts between the two. Its role evolved from an abstract source of justification to an often-used method of arbitration and environmental regulation by activists and industry representatives alike. For centuries, the interaction between the legal system and the environment governed the way people interact with natural resources. Over time, however, the law has evolved from being a tool justifying extraction of profit from the environment to a tool of regulation that systematically conflicts with agents of capitalism.

Inquiry in to the Ethical Implications of Commercial Bail

Avery Leshan

Despite being relatively new, the United States’ commercial bail system is already frowned upon by the majority of the developed world.¹ While commercial bail was originally intended to allow more defendants to leave jail and secure a fairer trial, it has actually resulted in discrimination against poorer socioeconomic groups and permitted dangerous offenders to roam free until their court dates. A bail system retaining only the indigent wastes taxpayer money and puts victims of interpersonal violence in danger when their abusers can afford bail. Pretrial detention results in higher conviction rates, and longer prison sentences.² To prevent the systemic inequities of commercial bail, the U.S. legislature and judiciary should consider the flaws of commercial bail and reevaluate the modern concept of pretrial release.

I. A Short History of Bail

Like many American institutions and practices, the concept of bail originated in England. First codified by the English in 1275, the 15th chapter of the Statute of Westminster I details how sheriffs—and later, judges—should determine whether a defendant is reliable enough to be released.³ It established that everyone—except those charged with treason or murder—deserved bail and fined judges or sheriffs who did not grant reasonable terms of bail.⁴ Over time, the notion of money bail in the place of personal sureties increased in popularity. Although money and property were not utilized to determine who would remain in jail as they are today, the personal surety system required collateral in the form of money or property if the defendant did not show up to court.⁵ The English government began to see bail as

⁴ Id. at 315.
a successful form of generating revenue and increased the price of bail over time. By 1689, money bail had become so frequent that protection from excessive bail was included in the English Bill of Rights. Later, the U.S. limited excessive bail in the Eighth Amendment of its own Bill of Rights, which explicitly states that “excessive bail shall not be required, nor excessive fines imposed” on a U.S. citizen.

Another difference between bail in England and the colonies was the number of defendants released on bail. In England, a gray area developed regarding who was permitted to post bail. To determine who was eligible for bail, judges not only looked at their charges but on character and personal connections as well. The American colonies, on the other hand, took character factors into consideration only when determining the conditions of the bail and maintained a rudimentary system that laid out which crimes were bailable and which were not.

By the middle of the 19th century, judges in both England and the U.S. could not find enough people to serve as personal sureties, and the U.S. began to deviate from other countries’ common-law systems by introducing commercial sureties in the place of personal ones. While initially decreasing the number of defendants in jail who could be released on bail, this fundamentally altered the concept of money bail in a way that is now considered unacceptable in England and most other countries.

II. Conceptual Development of Bail in the U.S.

The next major legislation regarding bail was the Bail Reform Act of 1966, which aimed to decrease classism within bail decisions. However, while the legislation emphasized the right of a defendant to post bail, it permitted judicial officers to require either an appearance bond or a bail bond when they doubted the defendant’s
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trustworthiness. This allowed the racial or economic biases of a police officer to determine whether an accused person would be incarcerated.\textsuperscript{11} If defendants believed a decision was unfair, they could request a review, but their cases could only be reviewed by the judicial officer who made the original decision. This process ignored the need to hold officers accountable for racial or economic profiling.\textsuperscript{12} The Bail Reform Act of 1984 later repealed the 1966 Act, giving judicial officers greater discretion in setting money bonds and determining bail conditions.\textsuperscript{13} The 1984 Act also expanded the list of crimes, including violent crimes, crimes resulting in a life-sentence or a capital punishment, some narcotics offenses, and crimes by defendants who are considered flight-risks, that require a detention hearing. By contrast, the 1966 Act focused only on the likelihood of flight by the defendant and not their “danger” to the community.\textsuperscript{14} The new law allows judicial officers to consider a defendant's past substance abuse in their decisions to grant and specify condition of bail,\textsuperscript{15} and since poorer, minority defendants are less likely to afford bail for the same crime, it further enables socioeconomic discrimination. Although several states have since created or updated their own legislations, there has been no significant federal reform since the Bail Reform Act of 1984.\textsuperscript{16}

The U.S. Supreme Court has upheld the constitutionality of the various Bail Reform Acts in many cases. In \textit{United States v. Salerno} (1987), the Supreme Court held that detaining defendants before their trials without bail violated the Eighth Amendment, and that pretrial detention should not be used as a form of punishment.\textsuperscript{17} Two leaders of the Genovese crime family were arrested and placed in pretrial detention, and the family filed a lawsuit claiming the Bail Reform Act of 1984 violated the Fifth Amendment’s due process clause and the
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Eighth Amendment’s excessive bail clause.\textsuperscript{18} Chief Justice William Rehnquist, citing evidence procured by the United States District Court for the Southern District of New York, stated in the majority opinion that the pretrial detention of the two men was necessary to prevent the Genovese family from committing a future crime and did not violate the Eighth Amendment.\textsuperscript{19} This decision established that the Eighth Amendment does not always guarantee a right to bail when public safety is at risk. This ruling can be used to hold defendants accused of violent sexual crimes without bail as they pose risks to both past and potential victims.

In 2017, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled in \textit{Jennings v. Rodriguez} that immigrants who may be undocumented can be detained for over six months without bond hearings or proof they are flight-risks,\textsuperscript{20} thus overturning the decisions of the District Court of the Central District of California and the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals.\textsuperscript{21} The dissenting judges found that the decision violated the presumption of innocence and denied constitutional rights to the defendants. Later, in 2018, the Vermont Supreme Court ruled that Jack Sawyer, an 18-year-old charged with planning a school shooting, could not be held without reasonable conditions for bail. The three-judge panel stated that due to a lack of sufficient evidence to hold Sawyer, his detention without bail was unlawful.\textsuperscript{22} Despite the violent nature of Sawyer’s potential crimes, he was offered a reasonable bail, while an undocumented immigrant in the state could be held for indefinite periods without opportunity for bail. The stark contrast between these decisions demonstrates the way race (as nearly all detained undocumented immigrants are people of color), xenophobia, and
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socioeconomic background influence whether a defendant is released on bail.23

III. Continued Race and Class Discrimination

The United States’ existing bail system perpetuates systematic racial and class discrimination by determining who is released on bail and who is detained. In the U.S., 2.3 million people are in correctional facilities, 465,000 of whom have not been charged or are awaiting their trials.24 While two-thirds of those charged are non-violent offenders, many of these people are financially challenged and unable to post bail.25

Current bail policy unfairly discriminates against certain low-level offenses like drug possession and contributes to disproportionate incarceration rates for people of color. For instance, Latinx populations are more likely to be held without bail or pay higher amounts to be released on bail.26 A study by the American Civil Liberties Union of Miami further reveals that black people, on average, are detained for four days longer than white people.27 Because pretrial detentions lead to higher rates of convictions and longer periods of incarceration, poorer minorities who cannot afford commercial bail unwillingly contribute to the disproportionate rates of incarceration.28 The percentage of black people in prisons is three times higher than the percentage of black people in the total U.S. population. While the women’s prison population is currently smaller
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than the men’s prison population, it is growing twice as quickly.\textsuperscript{29} A small, critical part of female prison population growth results from privately funded prisons’ and Immigration and Custom Enforcement’s detention of 30,000 undocumented female immigrants.\textsuperscript{30} Judges rarely offer cash bail to undocumented immigrants, and when they do, it is far too expensive for the immigrants to pay without the help of non-profit organizations.\textsuperscript{31} The United States’ commercial bail system ignores protections guaranteed by the Eighth Amendment by focusing on at-risk communities, leaving the economically disadvantaged unable to prepare for cases in which they could be proven innocent.

In Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, where one-third of the prison population in 2018 consisted of people detained before trial, the city council passed a resolution to fight cash bail. The resolution aimed to mitigate the 12 percent increase in convictions of defendants who cannot afford bail by reducing the number of all pretrial detentions.\textsuperscript{32} This resolution pressures the State of Pennsylvania to join the Philadelphia City Council’s movement toward eliminating cash bail and countering the race and class discrimination within the current method of pretrial detention.\textsuperscript{33} Since the resolution’s passage, Philadelphia has seen a 22 percent reduction in the number of pretrial detentions and a 23 percent increase of defendants released without monetary conditions. This occurred without an increase of defendants missing their court dates, proving that releasing defendants without monetary conditions does not impact their court attendance.\textsuperscript{34}
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IV. Economic Impact

The existing commercial bail system places the U.S. at an economic disadvantage. Instead of giving people accused of non-violent crimes opportunities to work, support themselves, and add value to the economy, the current system incarcerates them and prevents them from contributing growth. The economic burden of incarcerating people who cannot afford bail is placed on taxpayers; on average, it costs $22,650 to detain one person for one year, whereas pretrial release programs cost about $4,000 per person.\(^{35}\) By decreasing pretrial detentions and increasing the use of pretrial release programs, the U.S. will save money and allow defendants to remain a part of the workforce.

V. Solutions

Dr. Shima Baughman, a national expert on pretrial detention, suggests using G.P.S. monitors for people charged with non-capital offenses to allow them to work while preventing stalking and harassment.\(^{36}\) A G.P.S. ankle bracelet monitor costs $6 per day, which is significantly cheaper than incarcerating someone for $83 per day.\(^{37}\) New Jersey banned the practice of cash bail in 2016, giving judges greater discretion to either detain or release a defendant.\(^{38}\) In less than a year, the prison population in New Jersey decreased by 15 percent while murder and robbery rates both decreased by 10 percent.\(^{39}\)

In 2017, the California Senate passed a bill that eliminates cash bail in exchange for a point-based mechanism that calculates a defendant’s risk factor and determines whether that defendant is released or detained prior to their trial—except when a judge feels
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strongly that the system has evaluated a defendant incorrectly.\textsuperscript{40} Although eliminating cash bail will reduce the impact of socioeconomic discrimination on pretrial detentions and convictions, the American Civil Liberties Union and other civil rights organizations are concerned judges will have too much power in deciding whether to detain or release a defendant before trial. Allowing judges to determine the fate of a charged person before trial could perpetuate racism through their explicit or implicit biases, thereby impacting a defendant’s likelihood of pretrial detention.\textsuperscript{41} In Texas, past attempts to pass similar legislation have failed,\textsuperscript{42} but in February 2019, a new bill was introduced in the Texas House of Representatives that would reduce the number of pretrial detentions for non-violent, low-risk offenders made it out of committee.\textsuperscript{43} The yet-to-be-determined successes of California’s and Texas’ laws will likely further support New Jersey’s results: decreasing pretrial detentions will not decrease the number of defendants who show up to court. The success of these policies should encourage other states to adopt similar reforms or even prompt the passage of this legislation on a federal level.

\textbf{VI. Conclusion}

The U.S. needs new federal legislation that will reduce the number of people in pretrial detention for minor drug-related offenses while also keeping communities safe. The current system of bail permits judges to make critical decisions on pretrial release or detention, leaving room for human error and the continuation of racial and socioeconomic discrimination. Therefore, legislation should rely on an objective, calculated mechanism that ignores both race and class
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by focusing on the crime’s nature and the defendant’s danger to past and potential victims.

Several major federal changes will decrease the number of defendants in pretrial detention. The federal budget needs to allocate funding for tracking technology that is less gaudy, more difficult to remove, and less expensive to replace than the GPS ankle monitors currently used to track defendants. Tracking devices of this nature will decrease both the number of non-violent offenders in pretrial detention and public fears regarding pretrial release. New tracking technology will also eliminate the need for immigration detention centers, as the government will be able to locate undocumented immigrants without actually detaining them. These improvements will reduce the impact of racism, xenophobia, and discrimination against the poor and undocumented in the U.S.

The U.S. Congress also needs to pass federal legislation that will implement a point-based calculation mechanism similar to that described in California’s H.R. 1323. This mechanism should place greater emphasis on tracking defendants accused of violent crimes and lesser emphasis on minor drug offenses. By using an impartial calculation in the place of judges and police officers, the impact of racism and socioeconomic discrimination on the decision to retain a defendant in pretrial detention will decrease.